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oxygen coded in blue, ionized carbon coded in green, and fluorescence coded in yellow
Mars; the projected direction of the Sun is towards the left. As the roll angle of the satellit
in order to minimize the motion of Mars along cross dispersion direction, the position
changing monotonically. Solar directions are labeled for the first and last pointing (cf. Tab
transformation individually to all photons (rotation around the circle at center) so that the
at left (horizontal arrow). The direction of increasing right ascension (“E”) and declinati
left provides details about the observing geometry: the grid shows areographic coordinat
and red lines for the northern hemisphere (bottom). The bright part of the sphere is the sun
A. Bhardwaj et al. / Planetary and Space Science 55 (2007) 1135–1189 of motion, as seen from a stationary point at the position of the Earth. The yellow arrow i
radially from the Sun with 400 km s−1 with respect to Mars.
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2.1. The Galilean Satellites

In order to search for emission from each Galilean satellite, we removed Chandra’s orbital motion and transformed
the data into a comoving frame using an ephemeris obtained
from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The size of the detect
cells was set equal to the root sum square of the satellite’s
radius and 200 . For the background, we determined an average number of events per detect cell in a larger region
around the satellite in its own frame. This region was
98>9 " 98>9 for ACIS and 98>7 " 98>7 for HRC-I. The
number of events within the detect cell centered on each satellite compared with this background value determines a
probability of chance occurrence according to Poisson statistics. The results of this analysis appear in Table 1. Since
these objects move across the field of view, Chandra’s spatial
resolution at their position varies, so in each case we also
compared the radial distribution of events around the satellite with that around 100 points chosen at random in the surrounding region. Io is detected in both the ACIS and

d
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Fig. 29. Combined XMM-Newton EPIC spectra from the November 2003 observation of Jupiter. Data points for the North and South aurorae are in
black and red, respectively. In green is the spectrum of the low-latitude disk emission. Differences in spectral shape between the aurorae and the disk
emission are very clear (see text for details) (from Branduardi-Raymont et al., 2007).

Fig. 1.—ACIS images of Io and Europa (250 eV < E < 2000 eV). The images have been smoothed by a two-dimensional Gaussian
with ! ¼images
2>46 (5
Fig. 1.—ACIS
ofACIS
Io and Europa (250 eV < E < 2000 eV). The images have been smoothed by a two-dimensional Gaussian with ! ¼ 2>46 (5 ACIS
" 0>492Þ.
circle shows
pixels). The axes are labeled in arcsec (100 ’ 2995 km), and the scale bar is in units of smoothed counts per image pixel ð0>492pixels).
TheThe
axessolid
are labeled
in arcsec (100 ’ 2995 km), and the scale bar is in units of smoothed counts per image pixel ð0>492 " 0>492Þ. The solid circle shows
the size of the satellite (the radii of Io and Europa are 1821 and 1560 km, respectively) and the dotted circle the size of the detect
thecell.
size of the satellite (the radii of Io and Europa are 1821 and 1560 km, respectively) and the dotted circle the size of the detect cell.
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X-rays from Jupiter
•

First detection with Einstein
→ aurora by heavy ion precipitation & charge exchange ?

•

High angular resolution imaging & spectroscopy
by Chandra and XMM
→ two components = aurora and disk (low & middle latitude)
Chandra HRC

north OVII by CX

XMM EPIC
disk coronal emission

south

electron
bremss

Gladstone+02
Branduardi-Raymont+07

Metzger+83
Horanyi+88
Waite+88

Jupiter’s aurora
•

Chandra detection of X-ray pulsation with a ~45 min period
faster than the rotational period 10 hrs but similar to QP radio bursts
-> Not detected in subsequent observations

•

Broad OVII and OVIII components (+/- 5000 km/s) in XMM RGS spectrum
corresponding to MeV/amu oxygen ions
<-> electric field potential along magnetic field lines Cravens+03
Bunce+04

XMM RGS
210 ks

Branduardi-Raymont+07
Gladstone+02

Open questions
•

Do solar wind conditions affect X-ray
auroral emission ?
•

Correlation with solar wind radial
velocity ?

•

45 min pulsation ? Why so rare ?

•

What is the origin of ions ?
solar wind or magnetospheric or both
•

Larger velocity shear at the
boundary of magnetosphere can
cause particle injection ?

•

XMM EPIC and Suzaku detected
low energy line(s) : CVI (0.37 keV)
or SXI, SXII (0.32, 0.34 keV) ?
569

Branduardi-Raymont+07, Ezoe+10

Kimura+ JGR submitted

A way forward to Athena
Athena X-IFU will reveal :
(1) ion species, (2) velocity distributions of ions, (3) energy distribution
of electrons and (4) their time variabilities

•

ESA/SRE(2011)18

OVIII
Lyγ

JUICE (2030 orbit insertion)
In-situ particle measurements
emergence of
Global X-rayExploring
imagingthespectroscopy

Aurora, X-IFU 56 ks

JUICE

1
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Assessment Study Report

Athena will settle the long debate on the origin of ions and will test theories
of particle transportation and acceleration in the Jupiter’s m-sphere
European Space Agency

Galilean satellites, the IPT, radiation belts

Fig. 2.—HRC-I image of the IPT (2000 December 18). The image has been smoothed by a two-dimensional G
axes are labeled in units of Jupiter’s radius, RJ, and the scale bar is in units of smoothed counts per image pixel (7
semimajor axis 5.9 RJ), Europa (dashed line, semimajor axis 9.5 RJ), and Ganymede (dotted line, semimajor ax
(semimajor axis 26.6 RJ) is oﬀ the image to the dawn side, although the satellite did fall within the full microch
Jupiter’s equatorial radius corresponds to 23>9. The regions bounded by rectangles were used to determine
circles or solid ellipses were defined as source regions.

•

X-rays from Io and Europa :
energetic ion impact on the
surfaces → fluorescent lines ?

ergs s!1 cm2 and 1.5 MW for Europa. Figure 1 shows
smoothed ACIS images of Io and Europa.
2.2. The Io Plasma Torus
Figure 2 shows the HRC-I image zoomed back from
Jupiter, in the planet’s frame of reference. There is a
region of diﬀuse emission on the dusk side of the planet,
and a fainter region of diﬀuse emission on the dawn side
of the planet. This morphology is similar to the dawndusk asymmetry seen
in Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer
11
counts
12
(EUVE) data (Hall et al. 1994; Gladstone & Hall 1998).
The paths traced by Io, Europa, and Ganymede during

•

The Io Plasma Torus :
Soft continuum + OVII line

•

Diffuse X-rays from radiation belts :
Inverse Compton scattering by
tens MeV electrons ? → PL
Suzaku XIS 160 ks, 1-5 keV

Ezoe+10

the HRC-I observatio
pass through the dusk
sion. We associate the
the IPT. The backgro
are 3:2 " 10!3 counts
Jupiter and 5:6 7:1 "
dusk side of Jupiter.
region applies to a cir
and the smaller to th
2.43 arcmin2 suggeste
counts
rate for the dawn-side
and larger source regio

Chandra ACIS
86 ks
Elsner+06

Fig. 3.—ACIS image of the IPT (1999 November 25–26) for 250 eV < E < 1000 eV (left) and for 504 < E <
by a two-dimensional Gaussian with ! ¼ 7>38 (15 ACIS pixels). The axes are labeled in units of Jupiter’s radiu
counts per image pixel (7>38 " 7>38). For this observation, Jupiter’s equatorial radius corresponds to 23>8. The
Europa (dashed line), Ganymede (dotted line), and Callisto (solid line on the dusk side) are marked on the image.
to determine background. The regions bounded by ellipses were defined as source regions. The exposure (right) v
observations were concatenated, and because we discarded data within 34>4 of Jupiter’s center or within 34>4 of

Athena can characterize their spectra
and time variabilities

Saturn
•

•

•

Ness+04a,b
Bhardwaj+05a,b

Disk and polar X-rays show similar coronal spectra unlike Jupiter
Chandra ACIS, 37 ks, 36 ks

Good correlation b/w X-ray
and solar 10.7 cm flux
→ scattering of solar X-rays

Jan 20, 2004

Saturn’s Ring :
fluorescent scattering of solar
X-rays on H2O icy ring

Athena will push search
for X-ray aurorae and
understanding of X-rays
from the ring to much
greater depth
0.49-0.62 keV

0.24-2 keV

Jan 26, 2004
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transformation individually to all photons (rotation around the circle at center) so that the projected direction to the Sun is in all cases exactly
at left (horizontal arrow). The direction of increasing right ascension (“E”) and declination (“N”) are given at upper left. The sphere at lower
left provides details about the observing geometry: the grid shows areographic coordinates, with blue lines for the southern hemisphere (top)
and red lines for the northern hemisphere (bottom). The bright part of the sphere is the sunlit side of Mars. A green arrow indicates its direction
of motion, as seen from a stationary point at the position of the Earth. The yellow arrow illustrates the velocity of solar wind particles, emitted
radially from the Sun with 400 km s−1 with respect to Mars.
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X-rays from Mars
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Athena can put very sensitive constraints on
X-rays from undetected solar system objects
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Exoplanets
•

X-ray
transits
X-ray emission at young stages of a
star
will (hot Jupiter HD 189733b)
influence physical and chemical evolution
of planetary atmospheres
picture credit: NASA

•

X-ray transits → absorption by expanded
atmosphere

•

Star planet interaction → magnetic interplay
Poppenheiger+13

•

Venus

Flare, stellar wind → atmospheric escape
718

5 X-ray observations co-added, 0.2-2 keV
Poppenhaeger et al., ApJ 2013

Pilliteri+11
Lecavelier des Etangs+12

K. Dennerl et al.: High resolution X-ray spectroscopy of Mars

HD189773
d 19 pc
orbital radius 0.031 AU

Mars
XMM

Athena can search for X-ray transits during planetary orbits, confirm starplanet interaction and search for spectral signatures
Fig. 8. a) Superposition of the RGS images in Fig. 7, each centered on the wavelength/energy of an individual emission line, with ionized
oxygen coded in blue, ionized carbon coded in green, and fluorescence coded in yellow and red. The circle indicates the position and size of

aurora will be easily detected. For example, the He
>5 σ statistical significance. Emission line centers
statistical uncertainty of ± ∼750 km/s, leading to
ions (∼5000 km/s), better than the XMM RGS. T
is still problematic. It is not known if the highly
AH spacecraft
ASTRO-H is the 6th Japanese X-ray
from the volcanoes on Io. IfThermal
they are
from
the so
Vacuum
Test
astronomy satellite scheduled to be
dominated by carbon ions. If from Io, they will be
launched in 2016
will detect emission from carbon and sulfur ions wi
easily be determined, and a long standing problem
Now the spacecraft is on the solved. To improve the line detectability of either
vibration test
(e.g., 200 ks) is necessary. With SXI and HXI, the
yield at most 800 counts in 2–80 keV, making it p
energy electrons. See §3.3 of the white paper for mo
Jupiter is a candidate for
performance verification targets
Jupiter, SXS 100 ks

ASTRO-H Coming Soon
•

•

•

aurora+disk
•

AH - Hisaki - JUNO
campaign
NASA JUNO
is planned

polar orbit insertion in 2016

Figure 1: (a) A 100 ks SXS simulation Ezoe+15
of Jupiter.

Summary
•

Athena investigations of solar system and exoplanets will give
us ever deeper insights in the complex working of planetary
atmospheres and magnetospheres

•

These studies will also provide a necessary step to
understanding the details of CX and particle accelerations,
and to applying them to wider contexts of Athena main
science

•

Including solar system and exoplanets as targets for Athena will
add a new dimension to the mission’s science and a dimension
that is in itself one of the themes of ESA’s cosmic vision

•

The authors are grateful to SOC and LOC for giving this
opportunity and to SW team members for good discussions

